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1. The phrase, “Stolen Voices” comes from a famous University of Pennsylvania Law School study documenting the extent and impact of gendered differences at law school. See Lani Guinier et al., Becoming Gentlemen: Women’s Experiences at One Ivy League Law School, 143 U. PA. L. REV. 3, 4 (1994). Several women described that their voices were “stolen” from them in the first year. Id. at 4. One woman described her experience as follows: “Law school is the most bizarre place I have ever been. . . [First year] was like a frightening out-of-body experience. Lots of women agree with me. I have no words to say what I feel. My voice from that year is gone.” Id. at 4. Based upon the data, the studies’ authors concluded that for many women, “learning to think like a lawyer means learning to think and act like a man.” Id. at 4–5.
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INTRODUCTION

Around the time that women gained the right to vote, a small number of women were beginning to attend law school and enter the bar. In fact, by the early 1920s all states admitted women to the bar, along with a few elite law schools. By the late 1930s, the top twelve law schools had 370 female students. Yet, with legal employers openly and steadfastly refusing to hire women as “real” lawyers, most of the women graduating law school from the 1920s through the 1960s were relegated to jobs as stenographers or librarians in law firms. As the famous story goes, the late Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, who graduated first in her class from Columbia Law School, was unable to acquire a job at a law firm when she graduated law school in 1959.

Perhaps due to the legal profession’s long history of excluding women from legal employment, change has been slow. As late as 1971, women constituted fewer than three percent of the total lawyer population. That percentage climbed to 8.1 percent in 1981 and

---


3. Id.

4. Id.

5. Id. at 2–12. In the 1940s, many corporate law firms, facing wartime shortage from men going off to the front, hired women as attorneys at an increased rate. Most of these women, however, left these firms without making partner once the men returned. Id. at 5–6.


7. See Bowman, supra note 2, at 2–12.

just 22 percent in 1991.\textsuperscript{9} Today, women make up 37 percent of all practicing lawyers.\textsuperscript{10}

Despite the emergence of women in the profession in greater numbers over the past thirty years, studies examining the experience of women in the law have found that women are decidedly less satisfied with legal education\textsuperscript{11} and the legal profession\textsuperscript{12} than their male counterparts. Although 54 percent of law school graduates today are women,\textsuperscript{13} women fall far behind their male counterparts in the markers of success in the profession. They are far less likely


\textsuperscript{12.} See, e.g., JOYCE STERLING & LINDA CHANOW, IN THEIR OWN WORDS: EXPERIENCED WOMEN LAWYERS EXPLAIN WHY THEY ARE LEAVING LAW FIRMS AND THE PROFESSION (2021); ROBERTA D. LIEBENBERG & STEPHANIE A. SCHARF, WALKING OUT THE DOOR: THE FACTS, FIGURES, AND FUTURES OF EXPERIENCED WOMEN LAWYERS IN PRIVATE PRACTICE (2019). Female lawyers reported significantly less job satisfaction than men in several important areas. For example, 71 percent of men said they were satisfied with the recognition they received at work, but only 50 percent of women said the same. Likewise, 62 percent of men said they were satisfied with opportunities for advancement at their law firms, but only 45 percent of women felt the same. Id. at 5, 8.

\textsuperscript{13.} AM. BAR ASS’N, supra note 9.
to make partner,¹⁴ less likely to be lead counsel or first chair on a case,¹⁵ less likely to be lead attorney on corporate deals,¹⁶ less likely to publish works of scholarship,¹⁷ and more likely to leave the profession at the height of their careers.¹⁸ In short, even as the doors to opportunity in the profession have opened, the trajectory of women in the law remains troubling.

Why women continue to be underrepresented in the legal industry is the subject of much recent study. Although it has been posited that the problem is explainable through women’s choices

---

¹⁴. In 2020, about 19 percent of all managing partners are women, 21 percent of all equity partners were female, and about 31 percent of all non-equity partners were female. Women of color fare far worse, making up only 4 percent of non-equity partners and 3 percent of equity partners. *Id.*

¹⁵. In a 2015 study looking at the Northern District of Illinois, men were three times more likely to play the role of lead counsel on a civil case than a woman. Stephanie A. Scharf & Roberta Liebenberg, *First Chairs at Trial: More Women Need Seats at the Table*, AM. BAR FOUND. 10 (2015). Among all attorneys appearing in criminal cases, 67 percent are men. Among attorneys appearing as lead counsel, 67 percent are men (33 percent are women), and among attorneys appearing as trial attorney, 79 percent are men (21 percent are women). *Id.* at 13. In a 2019 study of the percentage of women appearing before 7th circuit, the authors found that in civil cases, only 24 percent of all attorneys who argued before the court were women, and in criminal cases, women comprised only 33 percent of all attorneys. Amy J. St. Eve & Jamine B. Luguri, *How Unappealing: An Empirical Analysis of the Gender Gap Among Appellate Attorneys* 10–11 (2021), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/women/how-unappealing-l_1.pdf [https://perma.cc/E7JQ-922C].


¹⁷. Between 2013 and 2018, law reviews published 2074 articles authors in total and of those, 1414 (68.17 percent) were men and 660 (31.82 percent) were women. Thus, over the five-year period, it was over twice as likely that the journal would publish a male author as opposed to a female author. Shontee M. Pant, *Calculating the Gender Gap in Legal Scholarship: An Empirical Study*, 65 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 199, 211 (2020), https://scholarship.law.slu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2202&context=lj [https://perma.cc/EJM2-DTYW].

to divest in their careers as a result of the demands of childbearing, motherhood, or other family commitments, this simply does not account for the lack of gender parity in the profession. As blatant sex discrimination has been somewhat ameliorated through corporate policies and the possibility of legal action, many researchers have begun to attribute lack of gender parity, in part, to implicit gender bias, or the unconscious bias against stereotypes and associations linked to a specific gender. Implicit gender bias is a well-recognized phenomenon in male-dominated professions and has been posited to be a significant contributor to women's inability to achieve professional equity within a variety of professions.

While implicit gender bias may attack multiple aspects of one's gender, this Article examines gender bias solely through the lens of communication and language use, with the hope that this allows for a more focused understanding of the lack of gender parity in the law. Though arguably narrow in scope, gender bias directed at communication and language may have an outsized impact on women's experiences and success in the legal profession. Indeed, the historical conventions of language use within the legal profession have remained largely unaltered even after the profession opened its doors to women and other historically disenfranchised groups. And contrary to many other professions, the expectation of how lawyers should communicate to achieve leadership roles in the workplace and successful outcomes for their

---

20. In 2019, 50 percent of women attorneys still reported that they were subject to sexual harassment in the workplace. Sterling & Chanow, supra note 12, at 9.
21. See supra note 18; see also Joan C. Williams et al., YOU CAN’T CHANGE WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE, Interrupting Racial & Gender Bias in the Legal Profession, AM. BAR ASS’N COMM’N WOMEN PROF. (2018), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/women/you-cant-change-what-you-cant-see-print.pdf [https://perma.cc/5JZG-R6Z5]; Afsharipour, supra note 16.
23. Michele N. Struffolino, Lessons Learned from the Ignored, Silenced, and Interrupted: The Time Is Right for Women to Take the Lead and Model Essential Lawyering Skills, 89 UMKC L. REV. 325, 335 (2020).
24. “Legal language is . . . the quintessential master’s tool in that it is a language traditional accessible only to the wealthy and powerful and notorious for its conservatism and imperviousness to ideas that challenge its basic assumptions.” Kathryn M. Stanchi, Feminist Legal Writing, 39 SAN DIEGO L. R. 387, 388 (2020), https://digital.sandiego.edu/sdlr/vol39/iss2/4 [https://perma.cc/V3ZR-FGX4].
clients, is extraordinarily stylized and rigid.\textsuperscript{25} Arguably, the language of the law embodies the “practice” of language that appeals to the individuals who originally designed it and who still, in large measure, control it.\textsuperscript{26} Indeed, given that language is a product of culture, many feminist legal scholars have argued that legal discourse is “gendered, and that gender matches the male gender of its linguistic architects.”\textsuperscript{27}

Relying heavily on sociolinguistic (language and society) studies, this Article makes the case that the legal profession’s obedience to stereotypical masculine language practices significantly contributes to implicit gender bias. A large body of sociolinguistic scholarship dating back to the 1970s has found that men and women exhibit subtle but significant lexical differences in the way that they speak and write.\textsuperscript{28} Though these differences are arguably linked equally, if not more, to issues of power, socialization, and cultural expectations than to biology, the differences still operate to erect barriers to success for professional women—particularly in a male-dominated profession such as the law.\textsuperscript{29} Further, soci-

\textsuperscript{25} Id. at 398.

\textsuperscript{26} “Throughout the history of Anglo-American jurisprudence, the primary linguists of law have almost exclusively been men-white, educated, and economically privileged men. Men have shaped it, they have defined it, they have interpreted it and given it meaning consistent with their understandings of the world and of people ‘other’ than them. As the men of law have defined law in their own image, law has excluded or marginalized the voices and meanings of these ‘others.’” Lucinda M. Finley, Breaking Women's Silence in Law: The Dilemma of the Gendered Nature of Legal Reasoning, 64 Notre Dame L. Rev. 886, 892 (1989), https://digitalcommons.law.buffalo.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1193&context=journal_articles [https://perma.cc/K6V6-S3WY].

\textsuperscript{27} Id. at 892–94.

\textsuperscript{28} See infra Part III.

\textsuperscript{29} Some researchers have theorized that lexical differences can be attributed to differences in brain development between men and women, Anne Moir & David Jessel, Brain Sex: The Real Difference Between Men and Women 137 (Mandarin Paperbacks, 1991) (arguing that differences in physiological brain development results in language differences between the sexes). Yet, the current scholarship, as a whole, views such lexical differences as being associated with a combination of gender, gender performance, and other outside influences. See e.g., Frankie J. Weinberg et al., Gendered Communication and Career Outcomes: A Construct Validation and Prediction of Hierarchical Advancement and Non-Hierarchical Rewards, 46 COMM’N Rsch. 456, 459 (June 2019) (agreeing with post structural communication theorists, that “the important distinction is not one of male and female, per se, so much as their respective performances of gendered language.”); Mats Deutschmann & Anders Steinvall, Combating Linguistic Stereotyping and Prejudice by Evoking Stereotypes, 6 Open Linguistics, 651–71 (Nov. 2020), https://www.degruyter.com/document/doi/10.1515/opli-2020–0036/html?lang=en [https://perma.cc/3LK6-EFCG] (arguing that “[v]arious
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Olinguistic and management theory scholarship demonstrates that women who are professionals regularly encounter bias based upon stereotypes of what their communication style should be—creating untenable situations in which women must make strategic and often no-win decisions about how to perform language. Part I of this Article reviews the studies and statistical data indicating that women in the legal profession lag behind their male counterparts in traditional indicators of success. Part II discusses the role that implicit bias may play in preventing women from achieving parity in legal employment. Part III addresses the sociolinguistic studies documenting gendered differences in communications styles as well as the feminist theories that suggest why women experience barriers to success based upon these differences. Part IV examines the social science literature documenting how women are penalized for their communication style in the workplace and courtroom. Part V charts the “linguistic minefield”—how women conform their language practices to the masculine norm and suffer the penalizing consequences of such accommodation. Finally, Part VI discusses the individual and organizational repercussions of communication bias. It also suggests how interdisciplinary partnerships could go beyond traditional implicit bias training to help law schools and legal employers craft a targeted response to address gendered communication bias in the profession.

I. WOMEN’S STRUGGLE TO ACHIEVE PARITY IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION

Legal employment’s struggle to achieve equity in the compensation, promotion, and retention of female attorneys is stubbornly unyielding. Despite women making up more than 50 percent of law students for the past six years, and for decades prior having made up almost half of all law students, they have yet to achieve equity in status or pay in the profession.


31. See e.g., Destiny Peery, 2020 Survey Report on the Promotion and Retention of Women in Law Firms, Nat. Ass’n Woman Lawyers (2020); Sterling & Chanow, supra note 12. Although this article groups women together as a whole, it is important to note that women of color face even greater hurdles than white women with respect to equity in status, participation, and pay.
percent of the profession comprising women, the legal profession continues to be one of the least diverse in the nation.\textsuperscript{32}

According to 2020 data, although women are hired into law firms at almost an equal rate as men—47 percent of associates are women—women make up only 31 percent of non-equity partners and 21 percent of equity partners.\textsuperscript{33} In terms of law firm committees, women make up 28 percent of governance committees and 29 percent of compensation committees.\textsuperscript{34} Only 19 percent are firm wide managing partners.\textsuperscript{35} Law firms have had difficulty budging these numbers: these statistics are a “near exact replication” from the findings of NAWL from 2017 to 2019.\textsuperscript{36}

Only 34 percent of state court judges are women,\textsuperscript{37} while approximately 28 percent of all federal court judges are women.\textsuperscript{38}


\textsuperscript{33} See Peery, supra note 31, at 5. The statistics are far worse for women of color. In 2019, women of color made up just 4 percent of non-equity partners and 3 percent of equity partners. Breaking down even further, only 0.9 percent of all law firm partners are African American women, only 1 percent are Hispanic/Latinx women, and only 1.8 percent are Asian American women. See Law Firm Diversity Survey 2021, MCCA (last accessed Mar. 25, 2023), https://mcca.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/2021-MCCA-Law-Firm-Diversity-Survey-Report.pdf.

\textsuperscript{34} See Peery, supra note 31, at 9.

\textsuperscript{35} Id.

\textsuperscript{36} Id. at 10.


Women make up 29 percent of general counsel positions at corporate 1000 companies.\(^\text{39}\) Further, women are far less likely than men to be chosen as first chairs at trial\(^\text{40}\) or as leads on corporate deals.\(^\text{41}\) They are significantly less likely to appear before the U.S. Supreme Court; to be afforded the opportunity to do so, they must be much more experienced and accomplished than their male counterparts.\(^\text{42}\)

In academia, women make up 38 percent of law school faculty (excluding legal writing and clinical professors, who generally have lower status and pay and are predominantly female),\(^\text{43}\) and 32 percent of law school deans.\(^\text{44}\) Scholarship, one of the primary ways in which law school faculty is evaluated for promotion, is also infected with inequity.\(^\text{45}\) The most recent study of law review publications found that “flagship law reviews for the top twenty schools did not

---

**Notes:**


40. *See supra* note 16.

41. *See supra* note 17. This study found that for the largest 100 deals in terms of dollar value upon announcement over the seven years between 2014 and 2020, twenty-four women were named as lead counsel on the buyer side out of 243 lead counsel, comprising on average 10.1 percent of lead counsel roles. On the target side, thirty-three women were named as lead counsel out of 263 lead counsel, comprising on average 12.43 percent of lead counsel positions in the top 100. *Id.* at 25.

42. Jonathan S. Hack & Clinton M. Jenkins, *The Attorneys' Gender: Exploring Counsel Success Before the U.S. Supreme Court*, 75 Pol. Rsch. Q. 632, 638, 642 (June 1, 2021). The percentage of women arguing in a year before the U.S. Supreme Court at its highest, has never been above 25 percent. Notably, however, “the number of unique appearances for women attorneys—in any given year—never reaches beyond twenty-nine, indicating that the women who argue before the Court are limited to a small cadre of repeat attorneys.” *Id.* at 7.


45. *Pant, supra* note 17.
publish men and women at equal rates during the 2013–14, 2014–15, 2015–16, 2016–17, and 2017–18 journal cycle years.”46 During those years, journals published “2074 articles authors in total and of those, 1414 (68.17 percent) were men and 660 (31.82 percent) were women.”47

In terms of pay equity, in its 2021 Profile of the Legal Profession, the American Bar Association (ABA) reported that “average compensation for female equity partners was 85% of average compensation for men.”48 The most recent survey released by Major, Lindsey & Africa, a global legal recruitment firm, indicated that male partners make on average 44 percent more than female partners.49 Similarly, a 2020 study of solo lawyers and small firms by Martindale-Avvo, a legal advertising service, found that women partners made 35 percent less income than their male counterparts.50 Further, “ninety-three percent of firms report that their highest compensated partner is a man and of the ten top earners in the firm, either one or none is a woman.”51

In academia, the pay disparity is equally distressing. In a recent study—the first of its kind to examine the gender pay gap in the legal academy—the authors found that tenured “women of color and white women earned less than $24,000 and nearly $14,000 less than [tenured] white men, respectively.”52 Further, this study found that “law schools give non-financial perks and salary increases at higher rates to faculty members who are men than their peers of the opposite gender, even accounting for tenured status and faculty rank.”53

46. Id.
47. Id.
48. Am. Bar Ass’n, supra note 38.
51. Liebenberg & Scharf, supra note 12, at 1.
52. Christopher J. Ryan, Jr. & Megan Dawe, Mind the Gap: Gender Pay Disparities in the Legal Academy, 34 Geo. J. Legal Ethics 567, 598 (2021), https://www.law.georgetown.edu/legal-ethics-journal/wp-content/uploads/sites/24/2022/08/GT-GJLE210028.pdf [https://perma.cc/5X79-HYUS] (finding also that “both white women and women of color have lower odds of earning a salary at or exceeding $150,000 than white men [and that] [t]hese odds are especially low for women of color, who were more than seventy-five percent less likely to earn salaries at or above $150,000 than white men.”).
53. Id. at 592.
Although one may imagine that it is just a matter of time before women achieve equal pay and status in legal employment, (especially considering that law was one of the last professions to admit women), current projections indicate that parity will not be achieved until 2181. Further hindering that possibility, women who have achieved relatively high positions of power within the profession are deciding to walk out in droves. In fact, the attrition level of experienced female attorneys is twice the rate of men in private law practice. Further, studies show that 30 percent of female lawyers during the prime career building ages of thirty-five to forty are underemployed (working twenty hours or less per week) or unemployed.

II. THE ROLE OF IMPLICIT GENDER BIAS

Some researchers have posited that the lack of gender parity in legal employment is mostly traceable to women’s personal decisions to divest in their careers. The theory posits that women structure their careers around raising their children and taking care of households, resulting in productivity discrepancies that lead to lower pay and attrition. While certainly self-selection causes some women to leave their careers or to work less to fulfill other responsibilities, this is not a complete explanation.


57. Sterling & Chanow, supra note 12, at 3.

58. See Bambauer & Rahman, supra note 18, at 807.

59. See id. at 802–06.

60. See id.

61. See id. at 814–15 (noting that “regressions with controls for time spent child-rearing cannot disprove the influence of discrimination on female careers, even if women often do spend less time working”).
Legal employment surveys and studies are reaching a consensus that the high level of dissatisfaction of female lawyers cannot be adequately explained by looking purely at work-life balance or caretaker responsibilities. The ABA's 2019 report entitled “WALKING OUT THE DOOR,” which surveyed women who had worked fifteen years or more at the nation’s largest 500 law firms, found that women reported relatively the same level of satisfaction as men on issues like intellectual challenge, levels of responsibility, opportunities for building skills, and balance between personal life and work.62 Instead, the main discrepancies were seen in satisfaction surrounding recognition for their work, the methods by which compensation is determined, opportunities for advancement, firm leadership, and firm performance evaluation processes.63 Further, women were substantially more likely to report that because of their gender, they had experienced a lack of access to business development opportunities, had been perceived as less committed to their careers, and had been overlooked for advancement or promotion.64 Though women’s home and childcare responsibilities are an impactful consideration, as the ABA itself contemplates, these specific findings point to something less concrete and more pervasive impacting women in their legal careers: implicit gender bias.65

In the past ten years, legal employers have made genuine efforts to eradicate open and obvious sex and gender-based discrimination and harassment in the workplace through antidiscrimination policies and initiatives. Though these overt forms of discrimination have arguably decreased, what remains may be harder to see and combat. Second-generation bias, or implicit bias, involves a complex system of attitudes, prejudices, and stereotypes that underlie human thinking and behavior and that are activated without “intention, deliberation, awareness, or effort.”66 Indeed, the unconscious nature of implicit bias can make it extraordinarily difficult to pinpoint as the specific cause of any particular decision. Yet

63. Id. at 5–6.
64. Id. at 8.
65. See id. at 9; Am. Bar Ass’n, supra note 38, at 34; Sterling & Chanow, supra note 12, at 2; Peery, supra note 31; Hersch & Meyers, supra note 38, at 934–35 (“Given the lack of explanatory power that the pay gap and satisfaction with work/life balance provide, unconscious bias may be the most likely of the three explanations set forth by the ABA. This explanation also aligns with media reports, lawsuits, and surveys alleging mistreatment of women.”).
these unconscious cognitive processes can prevent individuals from objectively evaluating and reacting to an individual’s performance. For example, because men have traditionally filled the roles of leaders, people will seek out or interpret information that confirms that men have the qualities to fulfill these leadership roles. Bias can also cause individuals to overestimate the abilities of the in-group and to fear or have negative stereotypes about outsiders. Again, where men have traditionally filled certain roles, implicit bias can lead to favoritism towards that group, resulting in better coaching, more favorable reviews, or more opportunities for advancement.

The sources of implicit bias are varied and seemingly endless. Bias can manifest in reaction to almost any quality or attribute that is different from the norm of a particular community or that reinforces existing stereotypes. Gender bias, or the tendency to prefer one gender over another, can be directed at a myriad of traits and characteristics attributable to gender, including stereotypes about societal roles, sexuality, behavior, dress, language, and communication style.

In the workplace, gender bias arises due to barriers existing within “workplace structures, practices, and patterns of interaction that inadvertently favor men.” Many of these subtle and invisible barriers “are supported by gender norms and practices entrenched within the institution.” And while there has been a plethora of research directed at gender bias in the workplace from the “organization, management, political, psychological, and sociological perspectives, there is relatively little scholarship from a sociolinguistic (‘language in society’) perspective.”

67. Id. at 43.
69. Id. at 335.
70. Id.
71. Id. at 327–30.
74. Id.
III. DECADES OF LINGUISTICAL STUDIES HAVE CHARTED THE DIFFERENCES IN COMMUNICATION STYLES BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN

The possibility that bias manifests based upon gendered communication style is rooted in the work of linguists who, in the early 1970s, began documenting lexical differences in communication between the sexes. Linguists define gendered communication style as a “propensity toward gendered ways of talking, using language, and orienting to human relationships” that “shapes interactional tendencies” in a specific context.76 Importantly, when discussing the studies that have found lexical differences between men and women, the more accurate description “is not one of male and female, per se, so much as their respective performances of gendered language.”77

In 1975, linguist, Robin Lakoff, in her groundbreaking work, *Language and Women’s Place*, helped establish the intersection of linguistics and gender as an essential field of study.78 Lakoff was the first to document gender linked linguistic differences.79 Controversially, she was also the first to argue that society devalues women’s linguistic practices, resulting in a lack of access to positions of power in society.80 This theory, known as the “dominance theory,” triggered an avalanche of linguistic research examining the existence and ideological effects of differences in oral and written communication styles linked to gender.81

Scholars have hotly debated the reasons behind the findings of gendered communication differences. Recent scholarship has suggested that the gendered differences highlighted in the linguistic studies may be wholly or partially explained by factors such as socialization, cultural expectations, and power, “which may just happen to correlate and interact with gender.”82 Indeed, the underlying reasons as to why the findings discussed below indicate that women, overall, use language differently from men are beyond the scope of this Article. Thus, while these studies and this Article refer to differences that are linked to “women’s” styles and “men’s” styles

77. *Id.*
79. *Id.*
81. *Id.* at 26–27.
of communication, this is in no means meant to essentialize those
groups or to propose that these differences are biological, inher-
ent, or unchanging. Indeed, on an individual level, a person may
communicate anywhere along the spectrum of “male” to “female”
linguistic style. Ultimately, the results of these studies may be best
used to understand the stereotypical norms of feminine and mas-
culine communication style that can form the underpinnings of
communication bias.

A. Gendered Oral Communication

After decades of studying communicative speech styles, find-
ings have been generally consistent that “language encodes gender
in very subtle ways” through speech patterns and technical usage. On
the whole, and in general, “women’s speech” has been charac-
terized as more affiliative, while men’s, more direct and assertive.
Affiliative speech uses verbal cues that affirm the speakers con-
nection to the listener, such as praise, reflective comments, probing
questions, and displays of support. Assertive speech uses ver-
bal cues to influence the listener, such as descriptive statements or
explanations, disagreement, and task oriented speech.

Studies involving the analysis of large data sets have found
that women are more likely than men to use hedges (“I guess that,”
“It seems like”) and tag questions (“ . . . aren’t you?”) in order to
facilitate conversation. They are more likely to structure their

83. Id. “It is very difficult to predict or assess a particular individual’s
traits and behavior at a particular time based on simplistic identity
categorization . . . it is more accurate to see gender and language as a
‘continuous construction of a range of masculine and feminine [and other]
identities within and across individuals of the same biological sex.’”

84. See Jennifer J. Jones, Talk “Like a Man”: The Linguistic Styles of
Hillary Clinton, 1992–2013, 14 PERSPECTIVES ON POL. 625, 630 (Sep. 2016),
perma.cc/9SFW-SL6Q].

85. Campbell Leaper & Melanie M. Ayres, A Meta-Analytical Review of
Gender Variations in Adults’ Language Use: Talkativeness, Affiliative Speech,
that women used significantly more affiliative speech and men used significantly
more assertive speech).

86. Id. at 333.
87. Id. at 334.
88. Janet Holmes, Hedges and Boosters in Women’s and Men’s Speech,
10 LANGUAGE & COMM’N 185, 195–96 (1990). Facilitative language allows the
addressee to more easily and naturally contribute to the conversation. Id.
at 196. In contrast, men are more likely to use tag questions and hedges to
express uncertainty or seek confirmation. Id. See also Matthew L. Newman et
al., Gender Differences in Language Use: An Analysis of 14,000 Text Samples,
sentences in the declarative form (imparting information) or interrogatory form (asking a question). Men are more likely to employ imperative sentences (issuing commands or directives). Men also tend to use more direct verbs, while women use conditional verbs (constructions that include auxiliary verbs such as may/might, can/could, will/would). Men also generally lack the indicators of hyper-politeness, such as “please,” “excuse me,” “okay,” “would you mind,” and “thank you.” Indeed, historically, studies have confirmed that women are more polite than men.

Researchers have found that women tend to use pronouns (especially first-person singular pronouns) more frequently than men. “Men tend to use nouns, big words (words greater than six letters), articles, prepositions, anger, and swear words more frequently than women.” Women use emotional words (“brave,” “cried,” “relief,” “safe”) and cognitive words (“because,” “believe,” “result,” “think”) more frequently than men.

In their professional interactions, women tend to have a more “facilitative, personal style” while men employ a more “assertive, authoritative style.” As such, men tend to use more interactional

89. Euodia Inge Gavenila et al., Directive Forms Expressed by Male and Female Respondents in Different Situational Contexts, 10 Humaniora 35, 40 (Mar. 2019).
90. Id.; see also Leaper, supra, note 85, at 352.
91. See Jones, supra note 84, at 630.
93. See Jennifer Coates, Men, Women And Language, A Sociolinguistic Account Of Gender Differences In Language 120–22 (Geoffrey Leech & Mick Short eds., 3d ed. 2004); see generally, Janet Holmes, Men, Women And Politeness (Routledge 1995); Newman supra note 88, at 232.
95. Id. at 229.
96. Id.
“strategies that appeal to authority and maintain status distinctions, such as appealing to objectivity instead of personal experience and giving direct commands.” 98 Women tend to use more engaging interactional strategies that work to minimize status differences and encourage cooperation, such as “backchannelling, adding to others’ comments to shift topics, and using modal constructions (‘You must have realized this was incorrect.’) rather than imperatives (‘This is incorrect.’).” 99

Linguists have also extensively studied gendered differences in volubility in mixed-sex group settings finding that women are more comfortable talking when the structure is “collaborative,” “synergistic,” and “solidarity building,” while men are more comfortable in situations that call for “instrumental skills” and “competence at a task.” 100 Overwhelmingly, studies have found that when a group is given a formal task to perform (e.g., meetings where participants are asked to solve problems or come to decisions), women speak notably less than men. 101 In casual mixed-sex group settings, however, when there is no defined task (e.g., meetings where individuals are reporting, managing the agenda, or soliciting responses), studies have found no differences in talking time between men and women. 102

Finally, across research methods and environments, findings are consistent that women are interrupted more than men. 103

98. Id.
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. Deborah James & Janice Drakich, Understanding Gender Differences in Amount of Talking Time: A Critical Review of Research, GENDER AND CONVERSATIONAL INTERACTION 281, 289 (D. Tannen ed., 1993); Victoria L. Brescoll, Who Takes the Floor and Why: Gender, Power, and Volubility in Organizations, 56 ADMIN. SCI. Q., 622 (2011). Even in the context of online conferences, where interaction was only permitted through the chat feature, men took up more time and space during the sessions. See Shoshana N Jarvis et al.,
Do Virtual Environments Close the Gender Gap in Participation in Question-and-Answer
102. James, supra note 101, at 230.
103. One recent study looking at interactions in business meetings at a tech company found that 60 percent of interruptions were made by men. Kieran Snyder, How to Get Ahead as a Woman in Tech: Interrupt Men, SLATE MAG. (July 23, 2014), https://slate.com/human-interest/2014/07/study-men-interrupt-women-more-in-tech-workplaces-but-high-ranking-women-learn-to-interrupt.html [https://perma.cc/44GP-HB4W] (in fact, men were three times more likely to interrupt women than to interrupt other men); see also Shari Kendall,
Though these interruptions may be partially the result of simple power dynamics, some linguists have linked the tendency of men to interrupt woman at increased rates to the “mismatch” of interactional styles between men and women.\textsuperscript{104} Under this theory, women are disadvantaged because men approach discussions through an oppositional format and women approach discussions in a way that seeks to maintain equality—resulting in men dominating the conversation through interruptions.\textsuperscript{105} Interruptions have the effect of silencing speakers.\textsuperscript{106} Once an individual has been interrupted, she is more likely to remain silent longer than someone who was not interrupted.\textsuperscript{107}

B. Gendered Written Communication

Girls and women, through their secondary and post-secondary academic careers, are objectively judged to be stronger writers than boys and men. This is borne out through standardized testing. For example, National Association of Educational Progress (NAEP) writing assessment results from 1988 to 2015 showed that females perform better “across time and from middle school (eighth grade) to high school (twelfth grade).”\textsuperscript{108} On standardized tests for graduate education, women score better on both direct and indirect measures of writing skills.\textsuperscript{109} In fact, the addition of the

\textit{supra} note 97, at 83 (noting that studies on workplace interruptions indicate that men interrupt women more than women interrupt men); see also Arin N. Reeves, \textit{Mansplaining, Manerrupting & Bropropriating: Gender Bias and the Pervasive Interruption of Women}, YELLOW PAPER SERIES (2015), https://research.umich.edu/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/manerruptings-bropropriation-and-mansplaining-2-yellow-paper-series.pdf [https://perma.cc/R8L2-PPH5] (finding that in business meetings, approximately 68 percent of interruptions were by men and 32 percent were by women).

\textsuperscript{104}. See Kendall, \textit{supra} note 97, at 85.

\textsuperscript{105}. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{106}. \textit{Coates, supra} note 93.

\textsuperscript{107}. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{108}. NAEP data establishes that women outperform men on the writing portions of group and individually administered standardized testing. NAEP writing assessment results from 1988 to 2015 showed these group differences to persist at medium effect sizes across time and from middle school (8th grade) to high school (12th grade). Mo Zhang et al., \textit{Are There Gender Differences in How Students Write Their Essays?} 38 EDUC. MEASUREMENT ISSUES & PRAC. 14, 15 (2019).

\textsuperscript{109}. Ryan K. Boettger & Stefanie Wulff, \textit{Gender Effects in Student Technical and Scientific Writing – A Corpus-Based Study}, 62 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PROF. COMM’N 239, 241 (June 2019). Direct testing measurements are those that require “authentic” assessment approaches, such as essay writing, while indirect testing measurements are those that assess knowledge without authentic application, such as multiple choice or sentence reordering. See
writing assessments in these higher education standardized tests “often balances the gender ratio of high performers, in which there are, otherwise, more men scoring in the top percentile.”110 There is some evidence, however, that the test designs for writing skills favor women and, therefore, “underestimate the true performance of males (particularly at an early age).”111 This may be due to the fact that adolescent boys are “often considered analytical writers or writers of plot-driven narratives, while girls are associated with the emotive descriptions common to the approved “literary canon” promoted in most English classrooms.”112

Many of the original studies on writing styles examined fictional or personal letter writing and found gendered differences in choice of topic and word choice.113 The extent to which gender is encoded in professional writing or in the writing of students studying within a professional field is less clear and has resulted in mixed findings.114 In many of the studies finding no measurable differences, it was “hypothesized that males and females practice similar linguistic behaviors in the workplace but then adjust these behaviors in other contexts.”115 Indeed, there is some support for the notion that students’ training in professional writing eviscerates any gendered differences and creates a “genderless” writing style.116


110. Id.
111. Id.
112. Id.
114. See Newman, supra note 88, at 230. See also Boettger, supra note 109, at 240. Boettger and Wulff argue many of the inconsistencies in results of prior gendered linguistic studies are attributable to the metric of language study: most studies prior to 2000 had been coded by hand and involved small samples with limited amounts of data Id. at 240. Researchers would typically base their studies on limited observations, self-reporting questionnaires and surveys, or relatively small samples of written or transcribed texts. Id. at 240. The advent of digitized content, however, has changed the playing field for linguists studying the gendered effects of language use. Id. at 243. Corpus linguistics is the study of language that uses computer-assisted technology to facilitate large-scale empirical analysis through digitized collections of transcribed or written texts taken from a natural setting (as opposed to surveys, interviews, or observation). Id. Corpus linguistics allows researchers to study huge samples of writings or oral communications allowing for much greater statistical certainty, consistency, and objectivity in the results. See id.
116. See Elizabeth Tebeoux, Toward and Understanding of Gender Differences in Written Business Communications: A Suggested Perspective for
Despite these findings, however, more recent corpus data studies of professional writing texts have found a correlation between gender and the use of certain strategies for setting out information.\textsuperscript{117} Unsurprisingly, the results of these large data studies mirror many of the findings of the oral communication linguistic studies. These studies have found that in general, when engaging in professional writing, men tend to convey information in a more direct, impersonal style while women tend to employ strategies that personalize their writing with the attempt to involve their reader.\textsuperscript{118}

In particular, these studies have found a significant difference in pronoun usage between men and women writers.\textsuperscript{119} Women tend to use more personal pronouns while men use more generic pronouns.\textsuperscript{120} Specifically, the pronouns, “I,” and “you,” are used more by females, while males use the pronoun, “it” more often.\textsuperscript{121} Female writers use more personal pronouns that make the gender of the thing explicit (third person singular pronouns), while men include more generic pronouns (third person plural pronouns).\textsuperscript{122} The use of personal pronouns versus generic pronouns is typically associated with the writer encoding the relationship between the writer and the reader, drawing both the reader (“you”) and the writer (“I”) into the text.\textsuperscript{123} Scholars posit that these findings as a whole indicate that women personalize their texts more so than men, who tend to use strategies to depersonalize their writing.\textsuperscript{124}

Studies have also revealed that women use more adverbs and a wider range of adverbs in professional writing.\textsuperscript{125} In one large

\textit{Future Research}, 4 J. BUS. THEORY COMM., 25, 29 (1990) (noting that prior work experience “seems to produce androgyny in responses (in terms of quality and appropriateness), while lack of this experience highlights gender differences documented in other studies”).

\textsuperscript{117} See Boettger, supra note 109; Argamon, supra note 113, at 323.

\textsuperscript{118} See Argamon, supra note 113, at 323. This study examined a range of genres, including fiction and non-fiction texts. \textit{Id.} at 324–25. Within the non-fiction genre, the authors looked at 179 male documents and 179 female documents, with topics that included natural science, applied science, social science, world affairs, commerce, arts, belief and thought, and leisure. \textit{Id.} Specifically, within each document, the authors researched the use of pronouns and certain type of noun modifiers and sought to discover whether men and women employ different strategies in setting out information. \textit{Id.} at 325–26.

\textsuperscript{119} \textit{Id.} at 327.

\textsuperscript{120} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{121} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{122} \textit{Id.} at 330.

\textsuperscript{123} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{124} \textit{Id.} at 331.

\textsuperscript{125} See Boettger, supra, note 109, at 245. This study examined whether certain linguistic gendered differences existed in student technical and scientific
corpus study of student technical writing, the top adverbs distinctive to female writers were additive/restrictive adverbs (“also/only”); degree (“further,” “minimally,” “too,” “fully,” “widely,” “enough”) or stance (“maybe,” “really,” “simply”). These adverb types are used to communicate intensity of a characteristic or to evaluate. Notably, females were distinctly associated with the use of three adverbs that are common in conversation and expository writing, but are generally disfavored in legal and other technical writing: “really,” “maybe,” and “too.” The top adverbs distinctive to male writers were linking: “thus,” “hence,” and “moreover,” and manner: “socially,” “environmentally,” “inherently,” and relatively. The adverb types associated with males are more common to academic writing and are used to connect information or to express how an action was performed.

This same data study found that females use passive voice significantly more than males. Females use passive voice to report findings, interpret meaning, and make connections to other research. Males use passive voice to describe methods and analysis.

In sum, although individually, a person may speak or write anywhere along the spectrum of communication styles, linguistic scholars analyzing large data sets have found a significant correlation between communication style and gender. Arguably because language gives expression to and reinforces implicit gender norms, women tend to write and speak in a more personal, synergistic, collaborate style (“female register”), while men tend to write and speak in a more impersonal, oppositional, and authoritative style (“male register”).

writing, and how those linguistic features were used by men versus women. Id. at 239–40. The study examined 1096 texts by 87 writers, including policies and procedures, reports, abstracts, correspondence, white papers and proposals, and job materials. Id. at 243. The writers were enrolled in sophomore level technical writing courses, senior level scientific writing courses, and graduate level professional writing courses. Id. 53 percent of the group were females and 47 percent were males. Id. The authors looked specifically at two linguistic features: whether gender influenced student writers’ use of adverbs and the use of passive voice. Id.
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C. The Feminist Perspectives on Gendered Communication and Barriers in the Workplace

Linguistic scholars have argued that bias based upon gendered communication differences has an extraordinary impact on women in their attempts to achieve parity in male dominated professions. Three general perspectives have emerged in feminist linguistic scholarship that work to provide explanations for how gendered interactions may define but also limit women’s opportunities in their professions.

First, in line with Lakoff, “dominance” theorists posit that women’s interactional style is devalued, resulting in barriers to power. Lakoff was the first to describe a culture wide ideology that scorns and trivializes “women’s language.” Dominance theorists are primarily focused on how women must constantly monitor their language to conform to the masculine norm and how men use language to control conversational interactions.

Second, “difference” theorists focus on ways in which women use language that is contrasting yet complementary to men. These scholars see women’s language as highly sophisticated, particularly with regard to lexical techniques that aid cooperation and egalitarianism. Ultimately, difference theorists believe that women’s language is more advantageous to the modern style of participatory leadership. Still, these scholars recognize that their optimistic views of women’s potential is challenged by workplaces with a culture of corporate masculinity.

Most recently, gender and language scholarship has leaned toward an approach known as Critical Discourse Analysis. “Discourse” theorists argue that women and men are not ultimately constrained by their gender and that communication style is largely a performative social practice. These scholars are generally

135. Id. at 114.
136. Id. at 115–17.
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139. Id. at 117–19.
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144. See Frankie J. Weinberg et al., Gendered Communication and Career Outcomes: A Construct Validation and Prediction of Hierarchical Advancement and Non-Hierarchical Rewards, 46 COMM’C’N RSCH. 456, 459 (2019) (agreeing that there is an important distinction between masculine and feminine, yet noting that there is a “cultural and performative approach to gender that
critical of the assumption behind both dominance and difference theory, arguing that there is no “clear, binary division between men's and women's speech and behavior.”[^145] Instead, gender is just one (though significant) “facet of our diverse, multiple, and fluid identities that often comes into play when power relations are salient.”[^146]

Any speaker may employ masculine or feminine gendered conversational tactics at any time depending upon the communicative context, the balance of power, and a myriad of other factors that are present.[^147]

Importantly, this theory suggests that there are culturally determined discourses that exist in the workplace.[^148] These discourses are assumptions about language that reward appropriate speech and penalize inappropriate speech.[^149] In terms of gendered discourse, this theory suggests that there are patriarchal norms and expectations within organizations that seek to solidify “gender identities and relationships in male-dominated or gendered-divided ways.”[^150]

Though discourse theory conceives of language as a more fluid and inclusive concept than dominance or difference theories, these “gendered discourses” can cause women to be judged differently while using the same interactional techniques as men.[^151]

In legal employment and legal institutions, gendered discourses are significantly impacted by an organizational structure in which masculine traits are considered the norm.[^152] This structure has been both “constructed and defended” by the persistent and historical exclusion of women in the profession.[^153] Indeed, scholars have argued that “[t]he Anglo-American legal adversarial system values qualities such as individualism, autonomy, and competition,” which are qualities stereotypically associated with men.[^154]

In fact, one sociologist argues that the public’s confidence in the

---

[^145]: See Baxter, *supra* note 75, at 133.
[^146]: *Id.* at 125.
[^147]: *Id.*
[^148]: *Id.* at 120.
[^149]: *Id.*
[^150]: *Id.*
[^151]: *Id.*
[^153]: See Weinberg, *supra* note 144, at 458 (stating that “[r]esearch has documented the embeddedness of masculinities in organizational settings and it has been shown that organizational masculinities have been constructed and defended by processes such as the exclusion of women.”).
[^154]: See McGinley, *supra* note 152, at 429.
legal system in part depends on the “masculine ideals which have become synonymous with lawyers.”

As such, these sociolinguistic theories provide explanations for the documented experiences of women in the legal profession. As the sociolinguistic studies establish, there is evidence that there are subtle but meaningful differences in the way men and women practice language use—whether it be the result of cultural expectations, socialization, power dynamics, and/or education. As discussed below, there is also clear data that women are penalized in the workplace for both failing to conform to as well as for conforming with deeply ingrained assumptions about effective workplace discourse. Indeed, the literature reveals that the deliberate choices that women make to perform language in the legal workplace and in their legal advocacy often result in penalties that ultimately diminish their success.

IV. EVIDENCE THAT FEMALE LINGUISTIC STYLE DIMINISHES WOMEN’S SUCCESS IN THE OFFICE AND THE COURTROOM

The possibility of gender bias directed at communication styles is particularly concerning in the legal industry given the extent to which language use is inextricably and powerfully linked to professional practice and advocacy. In traditionally male-dominated workplaces like the law, sociolinguistic scholars have found direct links between professional leadership advancement, power, compensation, and the use of stereotypical male communication styles. Further, in the courtroom, studies indicate that biases favoring stereotypical male discourse leads to greater success overall.

A. Gendered Communication and Power at the Office

Like other professionals, lawyers use language to construct their identities, roles, and relationships within the workplace.

155. Id.
156. See infra discussions in Part IV–V.
157. See Weinberg, supra note 144, at 458.
159. See Baxter, supra note 75, at 113.
Lawyers communicate with clients to generate business by building trust. They communicate with other lawyers to establish the perception of competence and skill. To attain leadership positions, they strive to communicate in a way that grants them likability, respect, and power.

Management texts agree that “across all industries, . . . communication skills rank as the single most important reason that people [advance or] do not advance in their careers.”160 Thus, as Judith Baxter, a linguist who has spent her career studying gender, language, and leadership, notes, “[i]f leadership language and the discourses that circulate within organizations are so influential, they could provide a key reason to explain why women are underrepresented at senior levels . . . .”161 Though there are few studies of legal employers per se, studies of other male-dominated organizations have consistently found that masculine agentic traits are linked to upward mobility and the perception that men are more effective leaders.162 One study of a Fortune 500 company found that “being a female was associated with managers’ assessments of lower career motivation,” which, according to the authors, supported the “persistent view that men are viewed as more suited for management careers . . . and that women will suffer negative evaluations when they occupy or seek traditionally male-typed jobs.”163 This study also found that because women were viewed as less suited for management, they were given fewer opportunities for professional development, such as challenging work assignments, training and development, and career encouragement from their managers.164

160. Weinberg, supra note 144, at 458; see also Erika Darics, Critical Language and Discourse Awareness in Management Education, 43 J. Mgmt. Educ. 651, 654 (2019) (noting that the way that speakers draw on language-as-social practice reinforces and legitimizes “power inequities in the workplace, encourage[s] the romanticization of leadership, and . . . claims ‘the natural superiority of a leader who has the right stuff which others are lacking.’”).

161. See Baxter, supra note 75, at 113.

162. Anne M. Koenig et al., Are Leader Stereotypes Masculine: A Meta-Analysis of Three Research Paradigms, 137 Psych. Bull., 616, 617, 634 (2011) (finding that stereotypes of leaders are “decidedly masculine”); Weinberg, supra note 144, at 482; Samantha C. Paustian-Underdahl, Gender and perceptions of leadership effectiveness: A Meta-Analysis of Contextual Moderators, 99 J. Applied Psych., 1129, 1138 (2014) (finding that organizations that were male-dominated showed a greater tendency for men to be perceived as more effective leaders).
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Unsurprisingly, particularly in these male-dominated workplaces that value and promote agentic behavior, men who employ communication styles that are hierarchical, dominant, and authoritarian tend to achieve greater success in terms of hierarchical advancement. A 2015 study found a direct connection between a feminine linguistic style and the inability to attain leadership positions. There, the researchers determined that having a masculine communication style predicts greater hierarchical advancement, including number of promotions, advancement to higher managerial levels, and promotions from within the organization, leading to higher compensation. The researchers examined language using such measures as whether the communication was direct and authoritative, and used to emphasize ideas, get attention, or attempt to control others (masculine communication style) versus whether the communication was receptive and nondirective, fostered cooperation and egalitarian relationships, and prompted others to talk (feminine communication style).

Moreover, volubility in the workplace directly correlates with the perception of power and hierarchical advancement. Studies have found that individuals who dominate conversations and interrupt others tend to gain more status and are perceived as more influential than those who do not. In turn, those individuals who are interrupted by others are perceived as less dominant, less influential, and less competent. Sociolinguists posit that power hierarchies are formed largely based on how much members participate in the group. The more an individual verbally participates, the more likely that the group members will perceive the individual as having power. Therefore, “volubility not only plays an important role in establishing power hierarchies but also

165. Weinberg, supra note 144, at 480.
166. Id. Notably, although this study separated the variables of “biological sex” and “gendered communication style,” it found that respondents who reported using a masculine communication style were mostly male while respondents who reported using a feminine communication style were mostly women. Id.
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169. Sally D. Farley, Attaining Status at the Expense of Likeability: Pilfering Power Through Conversational Interruption, 32 J. Nonverbal Behavior 241, 250 (Dec. 2008) (finding, however, that those same individuals are perceived as less likeable).
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in communicating one’s power to others.”

Thus, the documented unequal participation rates of women during meetings or in other mixed group interactions, and the evidence that women are often interrupted by men, negatively impact the perception of women’s power in the workplace, which directly correlates with their hierarchical advancement into leadership positions.

B. **Gendered Communication and Success and Power in the Courtroom**

Along with language use as a means to achieve leadership advantages in the workplace, lawyers, to a degree much greater than other professionals, use language as the very tool with which they perform their craft. Language is the way in which lawyers accomplish the goals of the profession—primarily, to advocate on behalf of a client, whether it be to a judge, mediator, arbitrator, or some other judicial body.

Professor Kathryn Stanchi, a feminist theory and writing scholar, has described the framework and purpose of legal advocacy. According to Stanchi, whether written or oral, legal advocacy is defined by formalistic, rigid rules and conventions that are designed to appeal to the “psychology and personality of the legal audience.” The goals of legal discourse are to control the audience’s reaction to the message as well as to make the audience comfortable, at ease, and receptive to the message.

To achieve these goals, lawyers strive to use language that is “direct, declarative, and simple.” Lawyers employ objective, logical reasoning, and avoid direct references to subjectivity, unless they are exceptionally subtle. They avoid rhetorical or poetic devices that encourage interaction with the speaker or writer or encourage interpretation of the message. They likewise avoid use of the personal pronoun “I,” as this coincides with the convention to avoid personal narrative and engagement.
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Lack of emotion is also a hallmark of legal discourse. Overt appeals to emotion are considered poor lawyering and perhaps even unethical. It is considered inappropriate to address a judge or jury in the second person and to ask them to put themselves into the shoes of the client. To the extent emotion has its place in legal discourse, it must be disguised and “subtly embedded” in the lawyer’s argument. Emotion must be used with restraint and is considered most effective when the audience is not fully aware that it is being swayed by an emotional appeal.

Professor Kathryn Stanchi proposes that the conventions of legal discourse are not necessarily “elemental” or “natural,” and that in fact, its conventions can and should be questioned. Feminist scholars in particular have noted how the conventions of legal advocacy “greatly limit [its] substance,” often to the “detriment of outsiders.” Indeed, while legal advocacy eschews emotion and subjectivity, studies show that women are more likely to use emotional language and use linguistic markers that seek to connect with their reader or listener. While legal advocacy rewards directness and objectivity, women tend to be more facilitative, personal, and polite.

How these lexical distinctions or the biases surrounding these distinctions work to penalize women in their practice of legal advocacy has been the subject of very few studies. The studies that do exist primarily involve oral argument and brief writing before the U.S. Supreme Court. These studies generally find that breaking the norms of legal advocacy with respect to language use results in less success in the courtroom for litigants and less power in the courtroom for judges.

For example, one recent study examined the success of litigants before the U.S. Supreme Court based upon the amount of emotive language used during oral arguments. As a whole, the study found that litigants who used more emotive language during argument had lessened success before the Court.
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Other studies have linked the “female register” to the high degree of interruptions of female Justices by male Justices, and in turn, to lower effectiveness as a judge.\textsuperscript{193} A 2017 Northwestern University study replicated many others that have found that men interrupt women more frequently than women interrupt men.\textsuperscript{194} Looking specifically at interruptions on the U.S. Supreme Court, the study found that, even though “female Justices speak less often and use fewer words than male Justices, they are nonetheless interrupted during oral arguments at a significantly higher rate,” even when accounting for seniority and other mediating factors like ideology.\textsuperscript{195} Notably, the study linked these interruptions to the tendencies of Justices O’Connor, Ginsburg, Kagan, and Sotomayor to begin their questioning with a polite framing often associated with women’s register.\textsuperscript{196} For example, the female Justices often began their questioning with phrases such as “may I ask,” or “could I ask,” or an apology, such as “sorry,” rather than simply asking the substance of the question directly.\textsuperscript{197} The data showed that it was during this tentative and polite framing period that the female Justices were most often interrupted by the male Justices.\textsuperscript{198}

This study and others have posited that such interruptions lead to less power and effectiveness for female Justices.\textsuperscript{199} Oral

\textsuperscript{193.} See Jacobi, \textit{supra} note 158, at 1447.
\textsuperscript{194.} See \textit{id.} at 1408.
\textsuperscript{195.} The authors of this study concluded that the findings were “stark.” \textit{Id.} at 1466. The study found that, between 1990 and 2015 “even without controlling for the fact that women have made up for between only 11% and 33% of the justices on the Court, they are interrupted more often than their male counterparts.” \textit{Id.} “On average women constituted 22% of the Court, yet 54% of interruptions were directed at them.” \textit{Id.} “Overwhelmingly, it was men doing the interrupting; women interrupted only 15% of the time, which is disproportionately low, and men interrupted 85% of the time, more than their 78% representation on the Court.” \textit{Id.} The study also found that seniority was “mildly” predictive of interruptions and that conservatives interrupt liberals at significantly higher rates than liberals interrupt conservatives. \textit{Id.} at 1368, 1427, 1451.
\textsuperscript{196.} \textit{Id.} at 1408–13.
\textsuperscript{197.} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{198.} \textit{Id.} at 1447 (finding that the while it is possible that women are interrupted more simply because they are women, the “common use of the ‘female register’—saying ‘sorry,’ ‘excuse me,’ ‘may I ask,’ ‘could I ask,’ or beginning with the name of the advocate before asking a question—could be very significant in the rate at which speakers are interrupted”).
\textsuperscript{199.} \textit{Id.} at 1494; see also Feldman, \textit{supra} note 158, at 61 (“Our data show a power disparity between male and female Justices at oral argument, where female Justices have fewer opportunities to complete their questions and statements due to interruptions from male Justices. The data also show that the female Justices tend to speak less often than male Justices and incorporate
arguments are influential to a Justice’s vote. Indeed, it has been found that through the use of a Justice’s questions and the answers they elicit, a Justice may be able to sway others on the Court. Therefore, to influence that conversation, it is necessary that the Justices are allowed to ask the questions that they want to ask. Interruptions threaten that ability, and the fact that the female Justices are interrupted at a far greater rate than male Justices arguably comes at great cost to the power and influence of female Justices on the high Court.

In one of the few studies to examine how the female register may impact legal writing style, the authors found a link between the use of emotional language in briefs and less successful case outcomes before the U. S. Supreme Court. Researchers found that for petitioners, using emotional language in briefs is associated with a 24 percent decrease in the probability of capturing a Justice’s vote, while for respondents, using emotional language is associated with a 46 percent decrease in the probability of winning a Justice’s vote.

a generally high-level of polite speech into their interactions as is typical of behavior we would expect based on prior analyses of elite women in the workplace.”).
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203. Id. at 1494; see also Feldman, supra note 158, at 41 (“When these opportunities are lost, the previous potential to make these points or ask these questions cannot be remanufactured. The oral proceedings necessarily move on to other topics and will never be at the exact same position as they were when the interrupted Justice attempted to make his or her prior point.”).
205. Id. Though there has been little direct research on whether and how writing style impacts women in law school, several studies have posited that there may, in fact, be a connection between writing style and gender disparity in law review membership and student note publication. There is wide agreement that, nationally, women are underrepresented on the board of law reviews. See Guinier et al., supra note 1, at 28–30 (reporting low female representation on the University of Pennsylvania Law Review); see also Mark R. Brown, Gender Discrimination in the Supreme Court's Clerkship Selection Process, 75 OR. L. REV. 359, 372 (1996) (documenting the low number of women on law reviews at various law schools); Bowers, supra note 11, at 163; Balachandran et al., supra note 11, at 680. In a few of the studies that have examined disparities in law review membership in greater detail, it has been hypothesized that bias against female writing style could be a contributing factor. In the University of Texas study, for example, although the submissions were anonymous, the data established that women received significantly lower writing scores than men. Bowers, supra note 11, at 155. The authors hypothesized that the writing score data suggested that there was “a systematic devaluation of women’s writing over time by the Law Review Editorial Board.” Id. Similarly, the 2019
In sum, studies of the effects of oral and written gendered communication in the legal profession indicate that women are harmed when they conform to norms of a feminine communication style. This is unsurprising given that the communication norms of leadership discourse as well as legal advocacy are aligned with the characteristics of the “male register.”

V. THE LINGUISTIC MINEFIELD

Because language practices can harm women in the workplace, women are taught to alter their language use to more closely conform to the male norm. Yet, sociolinguistic studies show that conformity often does not result in women achieving greater professional success. In fact, there is evidence that such accommodation may have unintended consequences of harming career advancement, thus resulting in the phenomenon known as the double bind.

A. Accommodating to the Male Linguistic Norm

Sociolinguists theorize that “expectations of leadership as well as institutional arrangements have significant consequences for the communication strategies women adopt.” Because a woman’s communication style is perceived and experienced as a barrier in the workplace, it is not surprising that studies have found that women deliberately alter their communication styles to minimize the salience of their gender by conforming to masculine norms. In one recent empirical study that sought to examine the experiences of women and people of color who had reached high level corporate positions, the study participants uniformly commented that they had to manage “their language, both written and verbal, in ways that reduced the salience of their outsider status.”

University of Chicago study found that the disparity in law review membership could in part be due to gendered grade differentials in the first-year class since two thirds of the membership of law review “graded on.” Balachandran et al., supra note 11, at 677. This led the researchers to hypothesize that since first year grades were anonymous at the University of Chicago, the discrepancy could be at least partially explained by a “stereotypically masculine writing style [that] is favored by law professors grading exams.” See id. at 680.
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Respondents further “identified language as a significant source of scrutiny and contortion . . . .” Finally, the study authors noted that “[f]or outsiders in particular, linguistic errors risked highlighting their outsider status and harming perceptions of their competence and capability as leaders.”

The concepts of stereotype threat and stereotype reactance are useful in explaining why women alter their communication styles in the workplace. Individuals experience stereotype threat when they encounter the psychological fear of “confirming or being reduced to a negative stereotype.” Study after study has shown that this type of threat can result in performance deficits when people attempt difficult tasks in “domains in which they are negatively stereotyped.” Indeed, individuals who are reminded of negative stereotypes will perform less well on tests of their memory, will encounter increased stress and anxiety, and as a whole will experience decreased performance.

When confronted with stereotype threat, individuals will attempt to counteract the stereotype by accommodating to a different norm through a process known as stereotype reactance. In one study, researchers set out to study the impact of stereotype threat on communication style. There, the researchers observed how the speaking styles of women changed after reading a fictitious article in a business magazine that informed them that stereotypical masculine characteristics such as being direct and assertive, are linked to more successful organizational leadership. The researchers found that when “female participants were explicitly reminded of a masculine stereotype of leadership and associated gender differences, participants responded by adopting a more masculine communication style.” In particular, participants reacted against the stereotype by speaking more directly with fewer hedges, hesitations, and tag questions.

Another study examining the linguistic styles of Hillary Clinton supports the notion that women who work in a masculine environment are more likely to employ oral communication
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styles consistent with that environment. This study documented the way Hillary Clinton altered her interactional style in response to her professional position by examining her debate transcripts and interviews from 1992–2013. This study looked specifically at functional words such as use of pronouns, verbs, social references, emotion words, cognitive mechanisms, and tentative words. The findings were stark and indicated a clear transition from a more feminine to a more masculine linguistic style as Clinton’s role in politics expanded. For example, between 1992 and 1996, when she was campaigning for Bill Clinton, Hillary Clinton employed a higher rate of feminine versus masculine linguistic markers. Then, in 1993, when Hillary Clinton took on the role within the administration’s Health and Reform Task Force, Clinton’s language became more masculine. In 1995, when she left this position in the administration, her language once again returned to a more feminine style. Clinton’s linguistic presentation became more masculine around 2000 during her first U.S. Senate campaign and remained masculine throughout her time in the U.S. Senate. When running for president in 2007 and 2008, some of her masculine language was dropped, and the author of the study hypothesized that this “reflects the inconsistent gender strategies promoted by the Clinton campaign.” Again, after losing the presidential election and becoming Secretary of State in 2009, Clinton’s style once again turned more masculine.

When examining how women accommodate their language to the male norm while performing legal advocacy, the 2017 Northwestern U.S. Supreme Court study charted how the female Justices on the U.S. Supreme Court altered their style of questioning in order to avoid interruptions by the male Justices. That study found that the more senior female Justices—Justices O’Connor, Ginsburg, and Kagan—had, through their tenure, transitioned from a more tentative to a more masculine, aggressive style of questioning, resulting in fewer interruptions. For example, at the beginning of her tenure...
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on the Court, Justice O’Connor was often interrupted during the framing period of her question—“a kind of throat clearing that indicates to the listener that she is about to ask a meaningful question.” By the 2015 term, however, she had abandoned this approach for a more direct style that allowed her to “fight through the interruptions.”

Even with respect to professional writing style, sociolinguists posit that women may be altering their writing to counteract gender effects. It has been hypothesized by researchers examining gendered writing styles in business communication that “because men are known to hold the power in business situations and because the language of the powerful group is usually adopted by the less powerful group, women may be changing their style of communication in a business writing situation to gain more power.”

Such studies are mirrored by public perception. The plethora of media reports, articles, and books advising women how to successfully communicate in the workplace is evidence that society at large is infected with the deeply ingrained stereotype that a woman’s interactional style will harm her in the workplace. Indeed, women are inundated with advice on how to succeed at work by altering the way they interact with men.

Kagan showed “clear downward trends in their use of polite prefatory phrasing [and] have each approximately halved their uses of polite language . . . [v]ery few of the men show similar patterns. . .”).
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234. See Tebeoux, supra note 116, at 27–28; Karen S. Sterkel, The Relationship Between Gender and Writing Style in Business Communication, 25 J. BUS. COMM.’N 17, 35 (1988). See also Bryan N. Larson, Gender/Genre: The Lack of Gendered Register in Texts Requiring Genre Knowledge, 33 WRITTEN COMM’N 360, 360–79 (2016), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2843640 [https://perma.cc/9WKU-LK5U] (finding that there were no significant gender differences in memorandum of law written after one year of legal writing training and hypothesizing that even if the students had come to law school with gender-linked differences in writing (which the study did not seek to confirm or dispute), students were able to conform to audience expectations and abandon any “gendered communicative practices entirely”).
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236. See e.g., Bridget Warren, Effective Communication in the Workplace Between the Sexes, AM. BAR ASS’N (2017), https://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/committees/woman-advocate/practice/2017/effective-communication-workplace-between-sexes [https://perma.cc/TZ73–98J6]. The advice to conform to a masculine style of performance in the workplace goes beyond and includes modes of communication. For example, in the recent study by the American Bar Foundation on the scarcity of women lead counsel, some of the concluding advice to women was as follows: “It is also important to be aware of gender dynamics in the courtroom and take steps to deal with or overcome them. Body
publication by the ABA entitled “Effective Communication in the Workplace Between the Sexes,” as its name suggests, purportedly sought to help men and women communicate better with each other. Yet, the author directed the article only to women, listing skills that will help “women more effectively communicate with their male counterpart,” including avoiding hedges, “getting to the point,” saying “what you think, not what you feel,” and generally speaking more “assertively.” These types of articles are ubiquitous—namely those that assume that to succeed in leadership roles, women must alter the way they communicate to conform to masculine norms.

B. The Double Bind

Yet, altering communication style to the masculine norm in the workplace has generally not worked to increase participation of women in leadership positions or to attain more successful results in court. In fact, it has arguably had the opposite effect. Widely known as the double bind theory, scholars posit that women are penalized for using a stereotypical female communication style, but are also penalized for violating prescriptive norms and adopting a more masculine communication style. Women who assume a masculine communication style are rated as more threatening and less persuasive and influential compared to women who use a traditionally feminine communication style. Therefore, women who react to gender-based stereotypes by adopting a more masculine communication style “run the risk of being less effective interpersonally, less likeable, and less likely to exert influence.”

Workplace feedback gives an indication of the extent to which implicit bias against the communication styles of women language is critical, including maintaining an outward appearance of calm, even in moments of stress and pressure. Women need to “own” the courtroom with their presence and also with their voices. Soft voices of either gender can be distracting or ineffective at trial, but some women naturally have softer voices. Thus, they will need to adjust their volume so as to take full command of the courtroom.” Scharf & Liebenberg, supra note 12, at 17.
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works to bind women into an untenable position and prevent them from advancing into positions of power. Studies have shown that women are significantly more likely to be the recipients of poor performance reviews, regardless of whether the reviewer is male or female. \(^{243}\) Notably, studies show that communication style is one of the primary bases for much of that critical feedback. \(^{244}\)

A recent Harvard Business School study found that when women received specific developmental feedback, it tended to address being too aggressive in the way that they communicated with others. \(^{245}\) In fact, in this study, 76 percent of references to an employee being “too aggressive” occurred in evaluations of female employees’ performances, while such comments occurred in only 24 percent of male evaluations. \(^{246}\) This is similar to another study which found that in the tech industry, 76 percent of the evaluations that noted an overly aggressive communication style occurred in women’s evaluations. \(^{247}\) In fact, 10 percent of all women’s evaluations mentioned the employee was too aggressive in her communication style, compared to only 3.9 percent of men’s evaluations. \(^{248}\)

In the legal profession, the studies assessing the impact of women adopting masculine communication styles within their legal advocacy have largely centered around courtroom effectiveness. \(^{249}\)


\(^{244}\) See Correll & Simard, supra note 243 (finding that “when women received specific developmental feedback, it tended to be overly focused on their communication style . . . [and] [w]hile ability to communicate can be an important skill for leaders, it is noteworthy that women received most of the negative feedback about communication styles.”).
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\(^{249}\) See Jessica M. Salerno, et al., Closing with Emotion: The Differential Impact of Male Versus Female Attorneys Expressing Anger in Court, 42 Law & Hum. Behav. 385, 396 (2018); Jessica M. Salerno & Hannah J. Phalen, Traditional Gender Roles and Backlash Against Female Attorneys Expressing Anger in
For example, one 2018 study found that female trial attorneys are in fact penalized for aggressive advocacy. This study examined the likelihood of whether an attorney would be hired based upon the degree of anger he or she expressed in closing arguments. The study found that when male attorneys expressed anger, “people thought they were more competent, which in turn increased hire-ability,” yet when females expressed anger, they were perceived as less competent and thus, their hireability was decreased.

Similar findings occurred in studies of success before the U.S. Supreme Court. In one study examining how gendered language—specifically, emotional content—in briefs impacts an attorney’s effectiveness, the authors found that “male justices reward attorneys, both male and female, for conforming to traditional gender norms in briefs.” While briefs with emotional language were likely to be less successful overall, women were more likely to be successful when they employed more emotional language in their briefs. Building on that research, a recent study found that despite the professional norm to avoid emotive language in oral argument, women who conform to gender norms by employing emotional language at U.S. Supreme Court oral argument were more successful than women who adopted a more masculine style.

Because women who adopt masculine communication styles are penalized in the professional arena, there is evidence that women intentionally work to adjust their style to meet gendered
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expectations of female communication. Women’s fear of backlash against using a more masculine style of communication was recently studied in the political arena. In a study examining speaking time of U.S. Senators on the floor during the 2005 and 2007 U.S. Senate sessions, the author found that high powered women spoke less than equally high-powered men in a group setting. Although as men grew in power, they became more vocal, women did not. The author of this study found that the “specific pattern of data revealed that only high-power women adjusted their volubility such that their reported talking time was virtually identical to low-power women and low-power men, a pattern that is consistent with a fear-of-backlash explanation . . ..” Further, the author found that the fear of backlash was justified as “a female CEO who talked disproportionately longer than others was rated as significantly less competent and less suitable for leadership than a male CEO who was reported as speaking for the same amount.”

VI. REPERCUSSIONS AND PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE

The compromise of one’s own voice has far reaching implications for the individual and the community. For female lawyers, the struggle to perform language and the often penalizing consequences of those performances renders the workplace a fraught landscape. In one recent empirical study of women who had attained leadership roles in a variety of industries, a frequent participant response was that a “flawless adherence to unstated norms and rules” regarding communication style was constantly required. And the hypervigilance needed to negotiate this adherence to the shifting linguistic demands led to emotional burnout, lower job satisfaction, fatigue, and underperformance.

Organizationaly, the implications are serious as well. The evidence is clear that in the legal industry, despite the diversity initiatives, programs, and outreach, there has been little recent change in women’s participation and hierarchical advancement into senior positions. Women still leave the profession at much higher rates
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than men, ultimately depleting the legal industry of people with unique talents, experiences, and capabilities.\textsuperscript{265}

And while increasing the number of women in the law profession should be a certain goal, there is evidence that this in itself may be insufficient to disrupt existing performative norms, hierarchies, and status differences. In Northwestern’s U.S. Supreme Court Justice interruption study, for example, it was found that as more women joined the Bench, the male Justices interrupted the female Justices at an increased rate.\textsuperscript{266} The authors called the data “astonishing,” noting that from 2010 to 2015, when for the first time in history women made up one third of Court, female Justices were interrupted dramatically more often than men, and more often than when there were fewer female Justices on the Bench.\textsuperscript{267} The authors posited that this data “lends support to research results in other areas that show that men react against women entering their domain in more than token numbers by increasing their aggressiveness towards the women.”\textsuperscript{268}

In fact, it has been forcefully argued that the actions of women and other “outsiders” to conform to professional masculine norms reinforces the structural hierarchies within the system by obscuring the “systematic nature of bias and discrimination.”\textsuperscript{269} Indeed, cultural movements like “lean in”\textsuperscript{270} that show a preference for changing women instead of changing the system have been...

\textsuperscript{265}. See Glass & Cook, \textit{supra} note 211, at 1246 (noting that “[a] lack of support for their leadership combined with continual pressures to accommodate and overcome bias likely contribute to the shorter tenure of top leaders in large organizations.”).
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shown to yield potentially harmful societal beliefs. For example, one study found that women’s empowerment messages calling for women to combat workplace stereotype by pushing themselves harder to reach high level positions, resulted in the greater attribution of responsibility to female employees for both causing and solving gender-related problems in the workplace.

As such, there is significant skepticism in the social science literature that diversity outreach on the organizational level or personal empowerment on the individual level can entirely cure the problem. And the harm to the legal industry of being unable to budge much beyond a 37 percent female participation rate in the profession cannot be understated. As is relevant to this discussion, with the continuation of the masculine norm of communication firmly settled into the legal landscape, the profession risks the continuation of a significant gender gap, a “suppression of certain unique and valuable voices, cultures and concepts in law,” and ensures that the law “remains a language of power and privilege.”

Research from a discourse perspective supports the notion that a workplace that is neither wholly masculine, feminine, nor androgynous, but instead, that envisions the use of both feminine and masculine interactional norms best suits the needs of the organization and the individual. Good lawyering requires individuals and organizations who can serve client needs. This in turn demands a rich combination of skills, approaches, characteristics, and traits. Teaching male and female lawyers that “language can be a versatile, creative, and context-rich set of strategies for achieving the transactional, relational, and transformational goals” of the profession would go a long way in making the industry more habitable for women and, in the end, more effective in achieving its goals.

Scholars of organizational management theory have suggested that to effect significant communication change within an organization, “two kinds of closely intertwined thinking need to be modified: the collective, organizational-level thinking embodied in communication structures and individuals’ interpretive schemes
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that guide communication behavior in specific situations.”276 In accordance with this theory, to interrupt the bias associated with gendered communication within the legal industry, the legal academy and the legal profession need to address both the structural conventions that reinforce the masculine norms of communication as well as the individual beliefs that support these conventions.

Yet altering the hardened communication norms of an organization or individual is extraordinarily challenging.277 There is a general understanding in the social science literature that the traditional prescriptive nature of altering communication skills through diversity training is ineffective.278 In other words, “do and don’t lists” which call for “easy recipes and quick fixes,” provide no long term, or limited change, at best.279

Instead, to effectuate lasting change in an organization, participants need to be able to recognize, define, and assess the current effectiveness and value of the communication norms within that organization.280 Although certain groups may have benefited personally from the existence of those current norms, making them explicit and evaluating their worth allows for the opportunity to create a new language that better aligns with a more diverse and effective workplace.281

Scholars within language-centered disciplines have repeatedly called for a “deeper understanding of the role of language and linguistic choices” in the workplace as well as for the development and implementation of strategic guidance to solve language

276. Jim Suchan, Changing Organizational Communication Practices and Norms A Framework, 20 J. BUS. & TECH. COMMN’C’N. 5, 12 (Jan. 2006). Effecting such change requires workers to rethink their communication interpretative schemes in order to solidify new practices that alter existing communicative norms. Id. at 9–10. T his requires workers to “think about and practice communication in new ways . . .” Id. at 9.

277. Id. at 11 (arguing that “[b]ecause these communication structures are essential elements of the sense-making processes that both the individual and the organization use to simplify and routinize ongoing experience, these structures, particularly in large, functionally organized bureaucracies, tend to be conservative and self-protective, making it difficult for organizational workers to determine when a major communication change is needed.”).
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problems through observation and feedback.\textsuperscript{282} Indeed, the process of effecting communication change in the workplace has, in the past decade, been an increasing area of interest of applied linguistics.\textsuperscript{283} Applied linguistics is a field of study that has developed to help solve real-world problems in which “language plays a central role.”\textsuperscript{284}

Scholars in the field of applied linguistics have recently sought to construct partnerships with practitioners in order to solve specific language problems in areas involving communication in the workplace.\textsuperscript{285} This interdisciplinary approach has been employed in such areas as second language learning, health care settings, speech and language therapy, and forensic linguistics.\textsuperscript{286} In the field of forensic linguistics, for example, lawyers work with linguists to employ linguistic methods, analysis, and insights to resolve issues in forensic areas of the law.\textsuperscript{287}

Although there are few studies to rely upon, Judith Baxter has made the case for practitioners to partner with linguists to help workplaces resolve gender related communication problems.\textsuperscript{288} In one instance, Baxter, acting as a linguistic consultant, aided a female senior executive who was struggling in the workplace due to what she believed to be gender-related interactional issues.\textsuperscript{289}

The general concept of these partnerships holds promise and is worthy of further investigation and study. Although most diversity training today incorporates some communication bias training,
it typically falls within the prescriptive “do and don’t lists” that have been found to be largely unsuccessful at changing practices. By partnering with linguists, law schools and legal employers could strengthen diversity training protocols. These protocols could focus on teaching law students and lawyers to recognize and evaluate the effectiveness of the current norm of interactional techniques and to consider and practice using other linguistic styles along the feminine-masculine continuum that may serve them better, both in terms of leadership in their profession as well as in courtroom effectiveness.

For instance, such training protocols could seek to train law students and lawyers to recognize the dominating communication styles that are often present in mixed group interactions, like interruptions and differences in volubility. These learning opportunities may involve gathering audio or video recordings of the classroom or workplace interactions and using them as a basis for reflection and discussion. According to Baxter, by using recordings or transcripts of actual interactions, it is possible to show a group of individuals “how small moments of interaction . . . can construct gendered practices.”

This in turn, can prompt peer discussion about how bias is perpetuated through classroom or workplace communication.

Training protocols could help lawyers recognize and evaluate the dispassionate and impersonal linguistic techniques that are traditionally employed in persuasive oral and written advocacy. These trainings could teach methods of incorporating personalizing linguistic techniques that aim to better connect the client to the reader or listener. The training and practice in alternative styles of persuasive advocacy could nudge the profession toward a more inclusive norm of legal discourse that better recognizes emotion and the human element as essential to achieving justice in written and oral advocacy and decision-making.
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292. Notable is the ongoing and global “feminist judgment movement,” which is an “informal, international collaboration of feminist scholars and lawyers who decided to use feminist reasoning and methods to write ‘shadow,’ or alternate, judicial opinions.” See Bridget J. Crawford et al., Teaching with Feminist Judgments: A Global Conversation, 38 LAW & INEQ. 1 (2020) (memorializing an exchange between fourteen professors on the value and uses of teaching with the feminist judgments). The movement involves rewriting and re-imagining legal opinions from a feminist perspective to envision different outcomes as well as different processes of legal analysis and writing. Id. at 3–5. As such, these opinions could be used as a way to introduce to law students and lawyers different approaches to writing style, as well as analysis and perspective, as many of these re-written opinions employ a more personalized, relational,
Training protocols could also teach students and lawyers facilitative and engaging interactional linguistic techniques that may be more effective in areas of practice such as collaboration, mediation, problem solving, and client counseling.\textsuperscript{293}

Finally, training protocols could teach lawyers how to vary linguistic styles to achieve different leadership objectives. While certain interactions may require a more direct and authoritative approach, recent research has identified women as having a potential leadership advantage due to their “transformational” communication style.\textsuperscript{294} This type of leadership involves using engaging and inspiring communication strategies to help subordinates reach a higher level of motivation.\textsuperscript{295} Thus, training can focus on specific linguistic strategies that range from the masculine norm of authoritative, direct, instructional, and abstract to the feminine norm of indirect, participatory, facilitatory, and encouraging, depending upon the context and the circumstances.

Intentionally teaching all law students and attorneys strategies such as these places the burden on both men and women to alter their interactions depending upon the context, increases structural acceptance of different communication styles, and decreases bias.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Gendered communication bias is a significant component of gender bias in the legal workplace. Conceptualizing the barriers to success through the lens of communication bias can help the profession frame a more pointed solution to the problem. Building interdisciplinary partnerships with experts in the field of language could provide a path to first deconstruct and then reconstruct communicative norms in the legal profession.
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